Sounding Off On School Culture
Five takeaways from this week’s School Culture By Design Podcast
Using Little Things To Make a Big Difference In School Culture
Guest: Danny Steele, Principal, Thompsen Sixth Grade Center, Alabama
1) Make announcements fun! I start each day on the morning announcements by saying “It’s a great
day to be a _________ (your school mascot)!” I use it at every school I go to and it’s such a little thing
that promotes positive energy. I’ll be out in public and one of my students will come up to me and
say, “Hey Dr. Steele! It’s a great day to be a warrior!” And I think they buy into it because they can
tell I mean it. Also, every few weeks I will pay a snippet of a song at the beginning of the
announcements, and say “okay teachers – challenge time! The first teacher who can email me the
artist or name of the song wins!” Then while students are giving their part of the announcements, I
see who correctly emailed me first and then announce which teacher is the winner and I bring them
3 Hershey’s Kisses to their classroom. The kids are clapping and cheering as I come in. Any teacher
that even attempted to guess gets a Hersey’s Kiss brought to their class. It’s something little but it
connects our student body.
2) Birthday Selfies! Make birthday’s a big deal for your students. I’ve always done birthday shoutouts on the morning announcements. But I just started getting a list of what students have a
birthday that day and I get a copy of their schedule. At some point during the day I’ll pull them out
of class and we do a “birthday selfie with the principal.” I use an app to write “Birthday Selfie with
Dr. Steele” on it and then I text it to their parents. The kids think it’s great and their parents love it
and ask if they can post it on social media. It’s something little but it’s resulted in so much goodwill.
It strikes me that I have some kids who walk the halls but go under the radar… they aren’t the jock
or popular student who would naturally seek me out. The birthday selfie gives me an opportunity
to talk with a kid I might otherwise never get to encounter. The birthday selfie helps me connect
with every student in my school.
3) It’s about the small stuff! Culture is not about big initiatives. It’s little moments and connections
with kids that anyone can do. It’s not a talent, skill or gift – it’s a commitment. Look for the little
things you can do – they don’t have to be time intensive or expensive. The little moments build
community. We have a “wall of dreams” in our school. We had each student write their dream on
the board in different colored markets. I encourage my teachers to read one of those every day to
remind them why they come to work.

4) Turn negative meetings into positive charges. I have a sign above the door in my office that says “I’m
the difference.” Often times athletes, when they leave a locker room, they hit a sign. It’s tradition and it’s
symbolic. It’s about internalizing some value. So I had my carpentry class make the sign for me. When
kids leave my office, I have them hit the sign. I want them to remember they’re the difference.
Especially kids that are coming into my office for discipline issues, I want them to leave on a positive
note. I want them to know they control their attitude.
5) 100 Positive Phone Calls to Parents. The support of parents is so vital. I have a goal to make a 100
positive phone calls with parents by the 100th day of school. I ask teachers to let me know when a
student did something that deserves positive acknowledgement and I’d pull them in the office and we’d
call their parent. The kids’ faces light up! I had one teacher that had a student that had a hard time
remembering to be prepared to class. But the student had been good about bringing their pencil in and
wanted me to acknowledge it. I felt so conflicted about if that was something really worth celebrating.
But I called the student in, gave them a fist bump and told them I was proud of them and then we called
their mom. The mom was crying, the student was crying and then I realized that we never know each
situation we’re dealing with. And those little bits of encouragement can mean more to a student or
parent than we might initially realize.

